[Observation on the expression of PS2 and platelet activating factor affected by Jianwei Yuyang granules and study its potential mechanisim against peptic ulcer].
To observe the influences of Jianwei Yuyang (JWYY) granules on expressions of PS2 and platelet activating factor (PAF), and analyze its potential mechanism. 76 gastric ulcer patients were final diagnosed by gastroscope. They were randomly devided into 3 groups, including JWYY group (36 cases), Ranitidine group (36 cases) and Normal group (12 cases). Detection on Biospy Specimens of gastric mucosa to obseve the change of PAF, PS2 and the contents of aninohexose and phosphatide in ulcerated gastric mucosa for Immunohischemical and Western blotting. The contents of aninohexose, phosphatide of PU patients increased in JWYY group. There was significant difference between JWYY group and Ranitidine group (P < 0.01). The Immunohischemical and Western blotting methods showed that there was a linear correlation between the the contents of phosphatide, anino-hexose and the expression of PAF, PS2 in PU patients (P < 0.01). JWYY granule can prevent the occurrence and relaps of ulcer and affect the hydrophobicity of gastic mucosa and strengthen the stability of myxo-gellayer by reducing the expression of PAF, elevating the expression of PS2 and effecting the contents of phosphatide and aninohexose, that may be one of the mechanisms of JWYY to heal ulcer quickly.